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The potential utility of long-range NOEs in DNA has not been equal. Until recently the sensitivity of the spectrometers, the
exploited since the observed signals have contributions both from lack of sample, the purity of the samples, and other factors
the direct magnetization route and from multiple diffusion path- would have made the detection and quantification of small
ways. The Quiet NOE approach can be used to select for the direct NOEs dubious. However, the quality of currently available
magnetization transfer pathway by suppressing spin diffusion. A spectrometers and samples allow small NOEs to be reliably
single-band Quiet NOE, which allows detection of the direct NOEs

observed.between protons in a selected chemical shift window, has been
The main problem with these weak, long-range NOEs isdemonstrated on two duplex DNAs, and the NOEs observed can

no longer experimental observation but the way in whichcontain important structural information. q 1998 Academic Press

to incorporate this information into structure determinationKey Words: DNA; Quiet NOE; NOE; spin diffusion.
methods. For example, there are numerous published spectra
in which the NOEs between aromatic protons on adjacent
residues are present. However, the NOEs between aromaticINTRODUCTION
protons on adjacent residues have not found much use in
structural studies since most of them arise primarily via spinThe determination of the structures of proteins from NMR
diffusion as indicated in Fig. 1. The transfer of magnetizationdata often begins with the interpretation of the information
through the H1 * and H2 9 protons can compete with, or over-present in the NOEs between amide protons. The patterns
whelm, the direct transfer NOEs between aromatic protonsof the amide–amide NOE connectivities are quite distinct
on adjacent residues. The presence of these diffusion path-in alpha and beta structures and analysis of these NOEs can
ways makes the interpretation of the aromatic–aromaticoften lead to a reasonable start on the picture of the second-
NOEs challenging.ary structure of the protein. This sort of information has not

It seemed to us that the aromatic–aromatic NOEs maybeen accessible for nucleic acids. Other differences in the
contain a level of information comparable to that foundapproaches used for determination of protein and nucleic
in the amide–amide NOEs of proteins. Thus, the abilityacid structures by NMR-based methods is that many proteins
to detect the aromatic–aromatic NOEs in the absence ofhave more interresidue and more long-range NOEs per resi-
diffusion could add a new class of information to struc-due than is the case for nucleic acids.
tural studies. Similarly, the interresidue NOEs involvingNucleic acid structure determinations might be aided by
methyl protons could also be quite informative if they canhaving access to additional types of NOE-based information
be detected without contributions from the many compet-analogous to the amide–amide, alpha–alpha, and long-range
ing spin diffusion pathways, some of which are illustratedNOEs. The patterns in the NOEs between the same atom
in Fig. 1. Thus, the interresidue aromatic–aromatic,type on different residues might lead to the same kind of
methyl–methyl and methyl–H2 *, H2 9 direct NOEs mightstructural analysis that has been useful in the study of pro-
play a role in nucleic acid studies similar to the comple-teins. The curvature of DNA, for example, can be difficult
mentary roles the amide–amide and alpha–alpha NOEsto assess on the basis of NMR data as the curvature of DNA
play in protein structural studies.is a manifestation of the structure of many base pairs of

Bodenhausen and co-workers have developed an elegantDNA. The curvature may be associated with patterns in the
class of experiments for determination of the NOE betweenNOEs between the same atom type on different residues
any selected pair of nuclei with suppression, or quieting, ofwhich may be separated by significant distances or more.
the spin diffusion contributions from other nuclei (1–5) .As is well known, the intensities of NOEs are roughly
The ‘‘Quiet’’ approach involves selective inversion of theproportional to the inverse sixth power of the internuclear
longitudinal magnetization of just the selected pair of nucleidistance. Thus, an NOE for a pair of protons 5 Å away from
during the NOE mixing period. Quiet experiments have beeneach other will be about 5% that of the NOE of a pair of

protons 3 Å away from each other with all other factors applied to a number of samples including a DNA (4) . A
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35DNA QUIET NOEs

to examine the amide–amide NOEs of a 15N-labeled protein
and to carry out the inversion of the longitudinal magnetiza-
tion by use of a pulse train which selectively acts on the
protons directly attached to a 15N (5) . This experimental
procedure allows the simultaneous observation of amide–
amide NOEs with suppression of diffusion effects. This ex-
periment may be particularly useful in investigations of large
proteins (8) for which spin diffusion makes the interpreta-
tion of NOEs challenging (9) .

This basic idea of quieting an entire class of protons can
also be applied to DNAs. The aromatic–aromatic NOEs are
well suited to investigation by a homonuclear variation on
band-selective Quiet NOEs, as are the methyl to H2*–H2 9
NOEs. A prior study investigated the simultaneous inversion
of the aromatic and the H2*–H2 9 regions so as to allow
detection of the Quiet aromatic–H2 * /H2 9 NOEs (4) . How-
ever, the simpler single-band Quiet NOE offers significant
information when applied to the spectral region containing
the aromatic protons, which is well isolated. Similarly, the
region containing the methyl, H2 *, and H29 protons is also
isolated and suitable for selective inversion. Figure 1 illus-
trates some of the distances that can be interrogated by the
single-band Quiet NOEs. The H1* region also contains H5
resonances and interresidue H5–H1 * NOEs may also be
useful since they monitor long-range distances. Since these
single-band experiments looked quite promising they have
been carried out on two DNA duplexes to examine their
utility.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The band selective quiet NOE experiments were carried
out on the DNA 5 *-(C1G2C3G4A5A6T7T8C9G10C11G12)-3 *
that forms a self-complementary duplex in solution and
which is often referred to as the ‘‘Dickerson dodecamer’’
after the group which first carried out the determination of
its crystal structure (31) . The results for the region con-
taining the aromatic–aromatic NOE cross peaks are shown
in Fig. 2. In the normal NOESY there are a number of signals
in this region. There are NOE cross peaks between T7H6

FIG. 1. The top picture indicates some of the intra- and interresidue
and A6H8 and between T7H6 and T8H6, while neither ofNOEs that can be observed from DNA samples. The solid lines indicate
these cross peaks are present in the Quiet NOE data. Bythe intra- and the dashed lines the interresidue connectivities. The figure

illustrates that most interresidue connectivities can proceed through multiple means of contrast, the cross peak between A5H2 and A6H2
spin diffusion pathways. The bottom shows some of the interresidue NOEs is present in both the NOE and Quiet NOE data sets. This
that can potentially be observed via Quiet NOESY experiments. indicates that the NOEs between T7H6 and A6H8 and be-

tween T7H6 and T8H6 are primarily via spin diffusion, which
is consistent with the distances in the crystal structure of
this DNA (19) .limitation in the original approach is that a separate experi-

ment needs to be carried out for each pair of nuclei. The A similar level of discrimination has been found for the
cross peaks in the upfield region. The spectral region be-Quiet approach is distinct from other methods previously

used for suppression of spin diffusion effects (6, 7) . tween about 1 and 3 ppm contains signals primarily from
methyl, H2 *, and H29 protons. Of particular interest are theThe original frequency-selective methodology has been

extended to allow application to selected frequency bands NOEs between the methyl protons and the H2* and H2 9
protons on its own sugar and the methyl and the H2* andin a single experiment (4) . Another such experiment was
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36 BEGER ET AL.

FIG. 2. The spectrum on the left is the aromatic region of the conventional NOESY data for the DNA 5 *-(C1G2C3G4A5A6T7T8C9G10C11G12)-3 * that
forms a self-complementary duplex in solution and which is often referred to as the ‘‘Dickerson dodecamer.’’ The right contains the same spectral region
of the Quiet NOESY data.

H2 9 protons on the adjacent residue. The results in Fig. 3 Similar results are observed for the methyl of residue 8,
which has NOEs to the methyl, H2* and H2 9 of residue 7,show that in the NOE data the methyl of residue 7 has cross

peaks to its own H2 * and H2 9 as well as to the methyl of and H2 * and H29 of its own residue. The Quiet NOE of
T8Me only has cross peaks with the methyl, H2 *, and H2 9residue 8 and the H2 * and H2 9 of residue 7. In the Quiet

NOE data there are no intraresidue H2* or H29 to T7Me of residue 7.
Thus, the Quiet NOE data is consistent with the intra-NOEs. However, there are interresidue NOEs of T7Me and

the H2 * and H29 protons of residue 6 in the Quiet NOE. residue methyl–H2 * /H2 9 NOEs arising primarily via dif-

FIG. 3. The spectrum on the left is the upfield region of the conventional NOESY data for the DNA 5 *-(C1G2C3G4A5A6T7T8C9G10C11G12)-3 * that
forms a self-complementary duplex in solution and which is often referred to as the ‘‘Dickerson dodecamer’’; the right contains the same spectral region
of the Quiet NOESY data.
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37DNA QUIET NOEs

FIG. 4. The spectrum on the left is the aromatic region of the conventional NOESY data for the DNA duplex formed of the sequence 5*-
d(C1G2C3A4A5A6A7A8T9G10C11G12)-3 * paired with the complementary strand 5*-d(C13G14C15A16T17T18T19T20T21G22C23G24)-3 *, and the right contains
the same spectral region of the Quiet NOESY data.

fusion, most likely via the H6 and H1 * protons, whereas protons of residue 17 with the methyl of residue 18. The resolu-
tion is not sufficient, at this field strength, to determine thethe interresidue methyl–methyl and methyl–H2 * /H2 *

NOEs have a significant direct transfer component. Note presence of the methyl–methyl NOEs of the subsequent dT
residues; however, their H2*, H29 pattern is consistent withthat in the Quiet NOE data the methyl on residue 7 con-

nects to both the H2 * and H2 9 of residue 6 and the methyl that observed for the other dT residues in both DNAs.
The ROESY experiment might be considered to offer sim-on residue 8.

The NMR experiments were also carried out on the ilar information to the Quiet NOE. There is a basic differ-
ence, however, between the suppression of signals due toDNA duplex of the sequence 5 *-d(C1G2C3A4A5A6A7A8T9-

G10C11G12)-3 * paired with the complementary strand 5 *- spin diffusion and suppression of the effects of spin diffu-
sion. The ROESY experiment does not suppress relaxationd(C13G14C15A16T17T18T19T20T21G22C23G24)-3 *. In this du-

plex there are five contiguous dA residues on one strand and effects from neighboring spins but does suppress the obser-
vation of diffusion signals (1–5) .five contiguous dT on the other. Thus, the Quiet NOE data

should report primarily on the dA strand in the aromatic The results on the dA tract DNA indicates that the Quiet
NOE cross peak between the H2 protons of residues 4 and 5region and the dT strand in the upfield region. The NOE

and Quiet NOE data on the aromatic region is shown in Fig. is larger, by about 30%, than that between residues 7 and 8.
This DNA is curved in solution and was found to crystallize4. The NOESY data shows that there are a large number of

cross peaks in this region while the Quiet NOE data has such that each unit cell had an ‘‘up’’ and a ‘‘down’’ form
(32, 33). A refined solution structure based on NMR data wasonly two sets of cross peaks. The Quiet cross peaks are the

H2, H2 pairs of residues 4 and 5 and of 7 and 8. The chemical found to be in generally good agreement with the up structure
(12). In the down structure the A4H2, A5H2 distance is 4.55shifts of the H2 protons of residues 5, 6, and 7 are nearly

degenerate at the field strength used for this experiment. The Å, in the up structure 4.92 Å, and in the NMR-based structure
4.55 Å. In the down structure the A7H2, A8H2 distance is 3.88cross peaks for their H2, H2 pairs appear to be present but

will require very high field data to be observed. Å, in the up 4.31 Å, and in the NMR 5.01 Å. The NMR
structure seems to agree with the Quiet NOE data better thanThe upfield region of the dA tract duplex contains cross

peaks between the protons of A17 and A18 which are quite either crystal structure in that it gets the rank ordering of the
cross peaks correct; the up structure is not far off while theanalogous to those obtained for A7 and A8 for the Dickerson

DNA (Fig. 5). In particular, the Quiet NOE data has cross down structure appears to be at a significant difference. How-
ever, a more complete comparison will require averaging overpeaks between the H2* and H29 protons of residue 16 and the

methyl of residue 18 with the methyl of residue 17. The Quiet the restrained molecular dynamics trajectory used to obtain the
NMR structure (12).NOE data also has cross peaks between the H2* and H29
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FIG. 5. The spectrum on the left is the upfield region of the conventional NOESY data for the DNA duplex formed of the sequence 5 *-
d(C1G2C3A4A5A6A7A8T9G10C11G12)-3 * paired with the complementary strand 5*-d(C13G14C15A16T17T18T19T20T21G22C23G24)-3 *, and the right contains
the same spectral region of the Quiet NOESY data.

Figure 6 contains plots of the distance between the methyl pears to be a modest correlation between this distance and
the twist for B-form DNA, with increasing distance correlat-of residue n and the H2* of residue n 0 1 as a function of

the helicoidal parameters tilt, roll, and twist for both A- and ing with decreasing twist. The plots indicate that this distance
is one that can provide a useful constraint for restrainedB-form DNAs. These plots were made to assess the sensitiv-

ity of this distance to differences in conformation of the molecular dynamics protocols.
DNA. The plots indicate that this distance can be used to
distinguish between A- and B-form DNA. The data also CONCLUSIONS
indicates that there is a modest correlation between this dis-
tance and tilt with increasing distance correlating with more The single-band Quiet NOE experiment appears to offer

a route to a set of very useful NOE information in a quitepositive tilt for both A- and B-form DNAs. There also ap-

FIG. 6. The plots show the distance between the methyl of residue n and the H2 * of residue n 0 1 as a function of the helicoidal parameters tilt,
roll, and twist for A- and B-form DNAs. The distances and helicoidal parameters are from experimentally determined structures.
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39DNA QUIET NOEs

straightforward experiment. The aromatic–aromatic appear tide distances were measured manually using Insight II ver-
sion 95.0. The distances were taken from the position of theto be most pronounced for adjacent adenosine residues. The

upfield NOEs appear to be most interesting for adjacent center of the thymine methyl carbon on residue n to the
position of the H2* and H2 9 of residue n 0 1. The helicoidalthymines, though the methyl protons of isolated thymine

residues are also informative sites. The overall sensitivity of parameters tilt, twist, and roll for these DNAs were calcu-
lated by the use of CURVES 5.1 (28–30) . Curves is anthe Quiet NOE appears to be higher than a comparable

ROESY experiment carried out on the same samples. The algorithm for calculating the helicoidal parameters for any
nucleic acid segment with respect to a global helical axis.Quiet NOE data will also allow the incorporation of the

NOEs in the aromatic region of the spectra into structure The parameters tilt, roll, and twist are obtained by minimiz-
ing a function which represents the variations in helical pa-calculations since all of the cross peaks not observed in the

Quiet data can be tagged in the refinement protocols as aris- rameters between successive nucleotides as well as quantify-
ing the kinks and dislocations which exist between succes-ing from spin diffusion rather than direct pathways. This

additional information is now being incorporated into the sive helical axis segments. The global interbase helical
parameters were used in this study.methods that are being used to determine DNA structures.

Single-band selective Quiet NOEs could also be useful in
studying unlabeled proteins and other samples. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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